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摘  要 
I 




















法做出了相应改进。通过 UCI 上不均衡数据验证了改进算法的有效性。 
（3）针对少量已标记和大量未标记且是不均衡数据集的分类的问题，结合（1）
和（2）中的方法，提出了基于改进的 Tri-training 的主动半监督协同训练学



































With the development of the computer storage technology and artificial 
intelligence, the research on imbalanced data sets has got more attention from 
researchers. The common algorithms or sampling techniques of machine learning and 
data mining have good classification results against to the data sets of the traditional 
categories balance recently. Under the conditions of some imbalanced data sets, 
minority classes are often incorrectly divided into the majority classes. Both active 
learning and semi-supervised learning are techniques of using a small amount of 
labeled samples and a large number of unlabeled samples. The learning techniques not 
only reduce mark cost of unlabeled samples, but also can enhance the generalization 
ability of the classifier. 
This paper attempts to combine active learning ideas and semi-supervised 
learning method together, and proposes an active semi-supervised collaborative 
classification algorithm (called ASCC algorithm). This algorithm increases the 
number of marked samples by active learning ideas to meet the requirement of a 
sufficient number of labeled samples for tri-training algorithm’s training，and reduce 
frequency and time of coordinated training learning. 
According to the above proposed method, the main work of this paper is as 
follows: 
(1)  In the case of data sets which contain a small amount of labeled samples and a 
large number of unlabeled samples, we propose an active learning algorithm of 
probability model based on sample KNN distribution. This approach establishes 
the contact between marked samples and unmarked samples by active learning 
and develops probability model of unmarked samples which should be labeled. 
Finally, the samples which may be labeled can be measured by the expert 















(2)  Due to deficiencies of traditional tri-training algorithm about the classification of 
imbalanced data sets, we have improved the tri-training algorithm in terms of 
sampling of the training sample sets, classifier selection and classifier ensemble. 
The experiments verified the effectiveness of improved algorithm through the 
UCI imbalanced data sets. 
(3)  According to the classification problem of a small amount of labeled samples 
and a large number of unlabeled samples and imbalanced data sets, we combined 
the two methods above, and the ASCC algorithm based on tri-training is 
designed to enrich imbalanced data sets’ classification method. Experimental 
results of the imbalanced data sets on UCI show that ASCC algorithm has a 
certain improvement compared with previous algorithms and exhibits some 
degree of stability.  
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Tri-training 算法和其改进的地方进行介绍。最后通过在 UCI 数据集上的实验验证
了基于改进的 Tri-training 算法的有效性； 
第五章为基于主动半监督的不均衡数据集的分类算法。首先本章给出了
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